
Rogue Emoji is a work for mixed quartet in six miniatures. This piece is something of a departure for 
me. Usually I create longer continuities in my music, but this piece is structured in a series of 
microcosms of roughly equal length, each with its own texture and emotion. Within each movement 
I make use of distinct auxiliary woodwind pairings: The flute, swaps out with piccolo and alto flute; 
the B-flat Clarinet with the higher E-flat clarinet and the bass clarinet.  
 
These six musical/dramatic scenarios flow together with minimal pause to make a single trajectory 
lasting about 15 minutes in length. The first movement features repeating patterns in vivid colours 
that are continuously warped and interrupted, leading to a central arrival and an erosion with 
Doppler effects. The second movement is a melodrama. Its lamenting, melodic theme is introduced 
in the clarinet and later picked up by all of the instruments. The third movement is a quick mixed-
meter dance with pure visceral energy.  In this movement I pair the instruments in duets that 
respond to one another antiphonally. The opening theme keeps returning, altered, and finally goes 
wild in the second half (“berserk” is the marking in the score). The fourth movement is a meditation 
made up of solos that grow into cadenzas, showcasing the individual instrumental by themselves. In 
the fifth they are juxtaposed into a lyrical colloquy in which each plays a separate discourse, each in 
their own world. The sixth movement begins as an obsessive ostinato but is hijacked by a fugue 
which falls apart, surrendering to a return to the opening movement’s energy: What was previously 
interrupted is allowed to fulfill itself.  The piece ends in a sense of affirmation, togetherness, and 
finding one’s individual strength (and the ensemble’s collective resonance) out of chaos.  
 
  
Rogue Emoji deals with dichotomies of disconnection and unity; dissolution (falling apart) and 
regeneration; communication (connection) and alienation. Beneath the work’s light, humorous 
surface is something deeper: An exploration of order versus control, and the embrace of chaos. 
  
Rogue Emoji was commissioned for Boston’s Hub New Music in 2019 by Ashmont Hill Chamber 
Music with support for the Cricket Foundation. 
  
-      Kati Agócs 

 


